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We are an independent children’s book 

packager offering both rights and co-

edition opportunities. With over three 

decades history and working closely with 

many of the world’s leading children’s 

book publishers, we create and produce 

original and engaging novelty formats, 

incorporating clever and interactive 

paper engineering to provide added 

play value and ensure learning and 

storytelling are lots of fun! 

We are very flexible around customer 

needs, both designing and creating 

content ourselves, but also working 

closely with partners on licensed 

character work or special publications, 

where we combine our paper engineering 

designs with your content.

Find us in  Hall 6.1  Stand C32 

Welcome to Brainwaves BooksPop-ups & creative 

novelty books  

for children

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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100 Words to Learn - Shopping & Home

Have lots of fun building a vocabulary  

of words in a different language using  

this fun and interactive pull tab book.

With 100 words to learn and 5 detailed 

illustrated and themed scenes, slide the large 

pull tab on the front case and each spread 

to switch between languages and see the 

translated words through diecut windows.

Rights sold: All available

Specification:  TPS: 260 x 210mm (P)  

Extent: 7 spreads plus 6 full page sliding pull tabs. 

Binding: Hardback

Target age range:  From 4 years

100 Words To Learn - Home 100 Words To Learn - Shopping

Pull the tab down to 

switch between English 

and Spanish words.

Pull the tab down to see 

the words change in the 

diecut window.

TranslationFun!

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Flip Flap - Colours and Shapes

Think about the colour of the 

objects in the diecut windows 

and then flip each flap over 

to reveal the answer.

Children can learn all about shapes 

and colours with these interactive early 

learning books. Each spread is a bright 

and busy collection of objects with 

something to find and a simple question 

to help them learn. They can then flip the 

clever flaps over to reveal the answer.

Rights sold: All available

Specification:  TPS: 153 x 153mm 

Extent: 6 Spreads plus 10 flip flap mechanics 

Binding: Hardback

Target age range:  From 2 years

Flip Flap - Colours

Flip Flap - Colours

Flip Flap - Shapes

See video

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/3eWtAKEfJMo
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Rights sold: All available

Specification: TPS: 230 x 230mm  Extent: 14pp  

+ 5 full page gatefolds + 5 pop-ups + case  

Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 Years+

Poor Santa can’t see very well as he needs 

some new glasses. This makes it tricky, 

when he goes looking for Rudolph. Big, 

colourful gatefold pops take you through 

his search, until he eventually finds 

his faithful Reindeer, who gives him a 

Christmas gift – can you guess what it is?

Teddy woke in the night. It was dark 

and there were some very scary sounds 

RRRAAAAAGH! WHEEEEEE! WRAARRGH! 

What could it be…a lion…a gorilla…an 

elephant? Enjoy big colourful pop-ups 

throughout and you’ll never guess what 

Teddy finds making the scary noises.

Rights sold: Korea, Brazil

Specification: TPS: 230 x 230mm  Extent:14pp  

+ 1 full page gatefold + 5 pop-ups 

Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

Listen out for a 
surprise ending!

Santa’s Surprise Little Scared Bear

POP-UP
STORYBOOK

FOR A SURPRISE 

ENDING!

LISTEN OUT
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ENDING!
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By Keith Faulkner 
Illustrated by Jonathan Lambert10 months +

POP-UP
BOOK

little
little

bear
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What is that making a strange noise in the 
middle of the night? Could it be a hungry lion 

or an enormous elephant? Or could it be a scary 
monster? Teddy is really not sure.

Join Teddy as he finds out in this colourful  
pop-up storybook and listen carefully for  

a surprise ending!

Surprise
Santa’s

Faulkner . Lam
bert

It’s Christmas Eve and Santa’s lead reindeer is missing!

Poor Santa can’t see very well and everywhere he looks, 
he thinks he sees the reindeer’s red nose. Join Santa and 
his elves as they search in the snow, the stables and the 
workshop. Will Santa find the real reindeer in time to 

deliver all the Christmas gifts?

With fold-out pages and big, colourful pop-ups, Santa’s 
Surprise has many delights in store including an ending  

that will leave young readers cheering.

By Keith Faulkner 
Illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

10 months +

POP-UP
STORYBOOK

POP-UP
BOOK

Pop-upBook

Pop-upBook

See videoSee video

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/HksXWbxOUJg
https://youtu.be/Li_rXIdi4vU
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Spelling Machine - On Holiday Spelling Machine - At School

Learning to spell really can be fun! 

Flip out the integrated spelling 

machine inside, dial in each letter of 

the given object you are learning to 

spell and lift the flap to see if you are 

right. There are 30 words to spell.

It works just like magic! 

Rights sold: Portugal, Indonesia, Japan and 

Asia (excluding Cambodia, Myanmar & Laos)

Specification:  TPS: 230 x 230mm  Extent: 16pp 

+ spelling machine + case  Binding: Hardback

Target age range:  5 years+

Flip out the integrated 

spelling machine attached 

to the inside front case

There are six different 

scenes and 5 words to 

spell on each.

Once you have dialled in all 

the letters of the word you are 

trying to spell, lift up the flap 

to see if you are right. 

Learning to spell really can be fun! 

Flip out the integrated spelling 

machine inside, dial in each letter of 

the given object you are learning to 

spell and lift the flap to see if you are 

right. There are 30 words to spell.

It works just like magic! 

Rights sold: Portugal, Indonesia, Japan and 

Asia (excluding Cambodia, Myanmar & Laos)

Specification:  TPS: 230 x 230mm  Extent: 16pp 

+ spelling machine + case  Binding: Hardback

Target age range:  5 years+

Flip out the integrated 

spelling machine attached 

to the inside front case

There are six different 

scenes and 5 words to 

spell on each.

Once you have dialled in all 

the letters of the word you are 

trying to spell, lift up the flap 

to see if you are right. 

Spelling Machine - On Holiday
is part of a 2-book series

Spelling Machine - At School
is part of a 2-book series

Make Spelling Fun!
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Camping
Can you find the items below, 

then spell them using your 

Spelling Machine?

Spelling Machine Spread ON HOLIDAY.indd   All Pages 27/08/2022   17:23
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This Spelling Machine belongs to

...........................................................

Turn the page to get started

Make Spelling Fun!

250GSM SILK - MATT LAMINATION 4/0

Place the red circle 
on the reset button 
for each new word.

Remember!

Lift this flap to 
check your spelling
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Remember!

Place the red circle 
on START for each 

new word.
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If the item you have spelled 
hasn’t appeared below, reset 

the wheel and try again!

Tent

Music lesson
Can you find the items below, 

then spell them using your 

Spelling Machine?

Drum

Piano

Trumpet

Notes

Radio

SM At School Spread.indd   9-10SM At School Spread.indd   9-10 26/01/2023   13:1926/01/2023   13:19

At School

Make Spelling Fun!

This Spelling Machine belongs to

...........................................................

Turn the page to get started

Make Spelling Fun!

Remember!

Place the red circle 
on START for each 

new word.

!

250GSM SILK - MATT LAMINATION 4/0

Lift this flap to 
check your spelling
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Make Spelling Fun!

This Spelling Machine belongs to

...........................................................

Turn the page to get started

Make Spelling Fun!

Remember!

Place the red circle 
on START for each 

new word.

!

250GSM SILK - MATT LAMINATION 4/0
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Drum

If  the item you have spelled 
hasn’t appeared below, reset 

the wheel and try again!

See videoSee video

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/X0FW8fI5WhI
https://youtu.be/2mfPP0Fb1Cc
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Mr. Mombo’s Balloon Flight

Mr. Mombo sets off for a round-the-world 

adventure in a hot air balloon. On his travels 

there are things for you to search and find 

within each scene. Some of the answers can 

be revealed by using your magic viewer. 

Just place it on the corresponding coded 

panel and see the answer magically appear!

Rights sold: All available

Specification:  TPS: 300 x 220mm (P) 

Extent: 24pp + hand-held viewer + case. 

Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 3 years+

Place your viewer 

over the codes on  

each page to magically 

reveal the answers.

Your hand-held viewer is enclosed in the front case 

and accessed by a perforated flap, upon purchase.

++ ++

++++

Mr. Mombo has made his last journey south and has finally 

arrived at the South Pole. “Time to put on your winter clothes 

again, Timmy,” he says. “Look at the penguins. They look 

like waiters!” laughs Timothy as he watches the penguins 

waddling around on the ice. “I wouldn’t swim in that water.” 

“They are used to the cold temperatures,” 

explains Mr. Mombo. 

Look carefully at the penguins and you will see some unusual 

objects among them!

1.  Which one of  the penguins has an egg?

2.  Can you find the penguin with a cane?

3.  There are two penguins in the water. 
Can you see them?

4.  Where is Mr. Mombo’s parrot?

5.  Mr. Mombo can’t find his screwdriver. 
Can you see it?

antarctica

++  Can you see? ++

Some penguins have  
red beaks. Can you 
count them?

How many penguins 
have caught fish?

How many penguins  
are lying on their bellies?

How many baby penguins 
can you count?

2 10
6 4

Mr. Mombo

Mr Mombo Spreads.indd   3-4Mr Mombo Spreads.indd   3-4 25/01/2023   14:4025/01/2023   14:40
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“G’day, Australia!” shouts Mr. Mombo as they reach the land 

of  kangaroos and koalas. Timothy laughs as he watches  

a group of  kangaroos hopping around.

“They can’t walk, they can only hop or jump,” Mr. Mombo 

explains. “And they use their long tails to balance.”  

“Why do some of  the kangaroos have pockets?” asks Timothy. 

“They are mother kangaroos carrying their babies, or joeys,  

in a pouch,” smiles Mr. Mombo. “It looks cosy, doesn’t it!”

Can you find the 
snake?

Can you find 
Mr. Mombo’s 

parrot?

There is a koala 
among the 
kangaroos. 
Can you see 

him?

Find the 
kangaroo 

wearing a hat.

Can you see the 
kangaroo waving 

at you?

Can you see how 
many big, grey 
rocks there are?

Some kangaroos  
are wearing 
sunglasses. Can  
you count them?

How many grey 
kangaroos can 
you see?

How many kangaroos 
are carrying their 
joeys?

australia

++  Can you see? ++

Mr Mombo Spreads.indd   13-14Mr Mombo Spreads.indd   13-14 11/09/2023   10:5011/09/2023   10:50

3
Enlarged for reference

Includes real 
red shoelace

See video
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Join Mr. Mombo, his friend Timothy and Max his dog, as they 
set off on an amazing adventure in their hot-air balloon. As you 
fly around the world looking down from the sky, see how many 
of  the search-and-find questions you can answer. Each action-

packed picture from a different part of  the globe has lots of  
exciting things to count and spot.

Hold tight & Cast off for a balloon flight 
adventure!

Use your Magic Viewer to check your answers 
on each page. Just place it down on all the 

panels and see the answers magically appear!

MR. Mombo’s 

Balloon flight

Warning! Not suitable for children under 3 years. 

Small parts. Choking hazard.

includes magic view
er
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Mr Mombo Case.indd   1Mr Mombo Case.indd   1 21/09/2023   10:3921/09/2023   10:39
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http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/PbEPvXxYhZc
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Round & Round . The Farm - Counting Round & Round . The Town - Colours
As the large wheel on the side 

is turned, the bus wheels move 

and the scenery rotates behind.

Get ready to count with this fun 

novelty book, as you take a trip round 

the farm, visiting animals at the pigsty, 

hen house, pond and surrounding 

fields. As you turn the wheel on the 

case and every spread, the wheels on 

the tractor go round & round and the 

landscape passes by!

Rights sold: Germany, Sweden, Norway  

and Finland

Specification:  203 x 203mm, 5 spreads + 1 

large wheel + 2 small wheels + case

Target age range: 18 months+

As the large wheel on the side 

is turned, the bus wheels move 

and the scenery rotates behind.

Discover lots of colours with this 

fun novelty book, as you take a trip 

round town visiting places like the 

school, park, shops and market. As 

you turn the wheel on the case and 

every spread, the wheels on the bus 

go round & round and the landscape 

passes by!

Rights sold: Germany

Specification:  203 x 203mm, 5 spreads 

+ 1 large wheel + 2 small wheels + case

Target age range: 18 months+

Round & Round . The Farm - Counting is part of a 2-book series Round & Round . The Town - Colours is part of a 2-book series

See videoSee video

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/u2LyvX5wpgQ
https://youtu.be/jOIJqPcT5qw
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“Funny and engaging”

“Kids always love pop-ups 

but this one was really 

awesome”

“Enjoyable even for 

adults”

“Amazing little book.  

My Grandsons loved it!”

“One of my favourite 

children’s books”

“Fun story to read to little ones. 

They really enjoyed the pop up 

pages!”

“My son has loved 

this book since he 

was 2 years old”

“Love this book!”

“Kids of all ages will 

enjoy it for many years!”
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大嘴巴青蛙      皮壳      美版
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The Wide-Mouthed Frog

Rights sold: Please enquire

Specification:  TPS: 250 x 250mm  

Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups + case  

Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

With over 1.8m copies sold and nearly 30 years in 

publication, The Wide-Mouthed Frog is our best-

selling and most popular pop-up title. It tells the 

well-known story of a frog who loves to eat flies, but 

who is very interested to know what other animals 

eat. Until that is, he comes across a creature who just 

loves to eat wide-mouthed frogs…

Over 1.8m copies sold worldwide

See video

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://youtu.be/42IwJnJ0ChM
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Animal Pop-Ups is a collection of 5 pop-up story books

Picture a pig with an elephant’s trunk!

That’s what the very first pig looked like and there was 
nothing that pig loved more, than trotting around with his 
long nose held high in the air, boasting about it to other 

animals. But one day the proud pig was too busy boasting 
to watch where he was trotting. Since that day, pigs have 

never been the same!

From the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog, this 
delightful story with colourful pop-ups, reveals the silly 

circumstances that might have caused pigs to look as they 
do today.

10 months +

The Long-Nosed Pig
Faulkner . Lam

bert

POP-UP
BOOK

POP-UPBOOK

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

The
Long-Nosed Pig

H I C ! . . . H I C ! . . . H I C !

Poor Hippo has a horrible case of the hiccups!

All of his friends think they know the perfect cure,  
but nothing seems to work. Hippo’s hiccups just keep getting 

worse! Only when the animals put their heads together do they 
find the right solution, a cure that Hippo and young readers 

will never forget.

 With bright, bold pop-ups and a surprise ending,  
here is another wildly funny book from the best-selling 

creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog.

Warning! Not suitable for under 36 months  

due to small parts. Choking hazard. This product 

conforms to the European safety standards of EN71
WD19 4BG U.K.

HIC!

£11.99
€14.95 

The Hiccuping Hippo
Faulkner . Lam

bert

POP-UP
BOOK

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

The
Hiccuping Hippo

HH - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1HH - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1 24/08/2022   13:1424/08/2022   13:14

Strange sounds are coming from the jungle... One morning 
all the animals in the jungle wake to find that they have the 

wrong voices. Rooster roars like  
a lion, Elephant hisses like a snake, and 

Snake squawks like a parrot!

Giraffe has never had a voice before, and he’s certain that he 
never will. But when he stretches his neck, opens his

mouth, and takes a deep breath, something loud and 
wonderful comes out ... something he’ll never forget.

Children will delight in imitating the unusual animal sounds 
found in this gleefully funny pop-up book, from the creators 

of The Wide-Mouthed Frog.

Warning! Not suitable for under 36 months  

due to small parts. Choking hazard. This product 

conforms to the European safety standards of EN71 9 781912 295838

Faulkner . Lam
bert

The Giraffe
 w

ho Cock-a-Doodle Doo’d

POP-UP
BOOK

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

The Giraffe who  

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d

£11.99
€14.95 

Giraffe - CASE ALLSORTED (210mm).indd   1Giraffe - CASE ALLSORTED (210mm).indd   1 10/10/2022   15:2610/10/2022   15:26

A shivering little penguin is very puzzled. So much so that 
he seeks reassurance from his neighbours. Is he, in fact, 

who he thinks he is?

“Am I really a penguin?” he asks the big, white polar bear. 
The bear insists that he is. But poor little penguin is not 

convinced so he asks the walrus, the huge killer whale, and 
even his mum. Why all the puzzlement?

From the creators of The Wide-Mouthed Frog, youngsters 
will squeal with delight at this wonderfully silly story, with 

stunning pop-ups and surprise ending. 

Warning! Not suitable for under 36 months  

due to small parts. Choking hazard. This product 

conforms to the European safety standards of EN71 9 781912 295845

Faulkner . Lam
bert

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

POP-UP
BOOK

£11.99
€14.95 

PP - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1PP - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1 06/10/2022   16:4506/10/2022   16:45

Animal Pop-Ups 

Rights sold: Please enquire

Specification:  TPS: 210 x 210mm  

Extent: 16pp + 6 pop-ups + case  

Binding: Hardback

Target age range: 2 years+

A collection of five, updated animal 

pop-up books, with amusing stories 

and delightful pops, which includes 

a new edition of our much loved 

The Wide-Mouthed Frog.

Flies, worms, berries... 

All animals have their favourite foods, and the wide-
mouthed frog couldn’t be more curious about what they 
are. This talkative frog with a huge mouth just can’t stop 
asking the creatures he encounters what they like to eat - 

that is, until he stumbles upon a creature who just loves to 
eat wide-mouthed frogs... 

Young children will giggle at the wonderfully silly 
repetition found in this much-loved American tale, and 
delight in imitating the shapes of the different animal 

mouths that pop up at them with each turn of the page. 

Bon Appetit! 

Warning! Not suitable for under 36 months  

due to small parts. Choking hazard. This product 

conforms to the European safety standards of EN71 9 781912 295821

The Wide-Mouthed Frog
Faulkner . Lam

bert

POP-UP
BOOK

£11.99
€14.95 

The  
Wide-Mouthed Frog

by Keith Faulkner . illustrated by Jonathan Lambert

WMF - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1WMF - CASE ALL SORTED (210mm).indd   1 23/01/2023   16:2823/01/2023   16:28

The Giraffe who  

Cock-a-Doodle-Doo’d

See videos

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbkYZG0tT3wWZemLSV1jtQxyj3JNPrF2K
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Licensed collaborations We have been fortunate and privileged  

to collaborate with many license holders 

over the years, combining our often original, 

novelty concepts with their character based 

content. A few of our partners and titles to 

date are shown here. 
Disney Cars  

Ready, Set, Go!

Thomas & Friends 

Numbers Express

Scooby-Doo  

Shadow Mysteries

The Lost Files  

of Nancy Drew

A Magnificent Mouse Pop-Up

 

Sesame Street BarbieThe Very Hungry Caterpillar Disney Dr. Seuss

Barney Scooby-Doo Toy StoryThomas the Tank EngineRupert the Bear

http://www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk
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Some of our publishing partners For rights and co-edition enquiries

Gwen Bennett

United Kingdom, North America, ANZ, 

South Africa, Italy, Greece and Turkey 

gwen@therightssolution.co.uk

Rachel Pidcock

Germany, France, Scandinavia,  

the Netherlands and Eastern Europe

rachel@therightssolution.co.uk

Aby Mann

UK special sales, Asia, Middle East & Israel, 

Spain & South America, Portugal and Brazil

aby@therightssolution.co.uk

Brainwaves Books Ltd. Picketts Lodge, Picketts Lane, Salfords, Surrey RH1 5RG UK

General enquiries: admin@brainwavesbooks.co.uk

www.brainwavesbooks.co.uk

Brainwaves Books is a limited company registered in England. Registered Number: 03511276.

Penguin Random House

Scholastic

Sandviks

Bhuana Ilmu Populer

Hinkler Companhia Das Letras
Hsinex International 

Corporation Casterman

DeAgostiniAllsorted Simon & Schuster

Miseghy Beascoa Disney PressHuman & Rousseau
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